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Concerns over government war
on Mosques and Madaaris
PREPARING FOR THE JOURNEY OF A LIFETIME

Some of the participants during a pre-hajj seminar held at Jamia Mosque. The programme was organised by the Kenya Council of Imams and Ulamaa (KCIU) in conjuction with the Gulf African Bank

Renditioned Kenyans mark 4 years in jail
A human rights lobby group has reiterated its call to the government to ensure
that its citizens get justice and accused
the Kenyan and Ugandan government
of complicity in violating their rights.
“By continuing to ignore the plights of
the eight Kenyans, the two governments are demonstrating that they
have no respect for rule of law and that
they can continue to mistreat citizens in
the guise of fighting terrorism,” said a
statement from the Haki Africa executive director Hussein Khalid.
He said the detention was a violation
of their rights and urged the Uhuruto
administration to live up to its pre-cam-

paign promise to ensure that they are either
released or brought back home to face justice.
“We must remember that human rights are for
all people and we cannot turn a blind eye when
the governments of Kenya and Uganda are
blatantly violating fundamental rights and freedoms of their people,” he said.
He spoke of the tribulations which they are
undergoing at Luzira Maximum Prison and
the agony which their families are facing while
the government continues to turn a deafening
silence on their plight. “Their court case has
never made any progress and they are being
held in a country that is not theirs without consideration of their human rights. The families
Continued To Page 2

N

otwithstanding the concerns
from the Muslim leadership, the
government is keen on targeting
mosques and madaaris as part
of the war on terror campaign.
The Criminal Investigations Director (CID)
Ndegwa Muhoro reiterated that the State
will focus more on these institutions which
he said were promoting the radicalization
of young people.
Muhoro said that some mosques and
madaaris were under the government
radar for promoting the radicalization of
youth and warned that the government
will close down such institutions.
His statement came amidst angry reactions from Muslim leaders who criticized
the threat to shut down the houses of worship and Islamic education schools.
They affirmed that it is unconstitutional to
close down places of worship stressing
that security agencies should target those
behind the illegal activities rather than the
institutions.
The Supreme Council of Kenya Muslims
(SUPKEM) secretary general Adan Wachu noted that such draconian action is
tantamount to collective punishment of
Muslims that could result in unnecessary
religious tension and urged the government to engage Muslim leaders in addressing the concerns.
On his part, the Mandera Senator Billow
Kerrow faulted the remarks and urged the
police to focus on the alleged suspects
and deal with them individually instead
of adopting polices which will victimize
the whole community. ''If there is a Muslim leader suspected of recruiting for Al
Shabaab, go for him and not the facility.
Because if you close down the facility they
will go to another one,” said the Senator.
He pointed out that it was unfair for the
authorities to target mosques due to the
actions of a few individuals stressing that
Muslims will stand up to resist the order.
“Closing a mosque is like shutting down
Mombasa port because it is frequented
by drug traffickers or blowing up a house
because it had a terrorist tenant,” he said
A Nairobi lawyer Sheikh Ibrahim Lethome
said although the government has the cardinal responsibility to protect its citizens,
Continued To Page 2
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Discrimination hampering national cohesion
The world will celebrate the International Day of Peace on September 21 to mark humanity’s relentless struggle for the establishment of a peaceful, harmonious and just world order. The
observance of this event across the continents, cultures and geographical boundaries reflects the shared stakes and opportunities
faced by humanity irrespective of religion, racial background or
colour in ensuring a peaceful society.
Hence the pursuit of peace becomes a shared goal warranting
collective response and dedication.
In Kenya, the celebrations will coincide with the first anniversary
of the ghastly attack on the Westgate Mall which left 67 people
dead in the worst attack of its kind in the country since the 1997
US embassy bombing.
Since the attack the government has moved to put in place security measures with a view of preventing a similar occurrence of
the tragic events.
While all peace loving Kenyans support the efforts to tackle this
vice and bring to book those who have no respect to human life,
regretfully on the most part, the measures taken clearly appear to
target the Muslim community. For the perceived sins of a few individuals who espouse extreme views, the government has taken
upon itself to punish a whole community- an unfair and counterproductive approach in taming the vice of terrorism.
The war on terror has been beset with violations of the constitutional rights of Muslims and this does not augur well in fostering
good relations between the community and state.
In response to acts of terror, security agencies have been involved in unlawful arrests and detentions, renditions, extra judicial disappearances and killings. The reform programmes aimed
at cleaning the rot at the Immigration department have ended up
victimizing the Muslim community who are made to go through a
vetting process to determine their “Kenyanness.”

This week, the Criminal Investigation Department (CID) director
was categorical that focus on the terror war will shift on mosques
and madrasas warning that those seen to be promoting the radicalization of youth will be clamped down and closed. Instead of
focusing on individuals who are breaking the law, the state now
wants to brand Islamic institutions as culpable in the threat to
state security and have them closed down.
These actions are fueling bitter sentiments that Muslims are after
all lesser Kenyans who can be discriminated at will. While it is not
a matter of doubt that some Muslims are involved in actions which
are a threat to national security, the community does not hold a
monopoly over this matter.
It is a matter of public knowledge that a Pastor was the main suspect in the Uhuru Park bombing and while the police moved fast
to apprehend him, his family and religious institutions which he
was associated with were not placed on the police radar nor were
Christians victimized because of his actions.
The tendency to single out people on the basis of their religion,
ethnicity, colour and race must come to an end. The law is clear
that those involved in criminal activities are responsible for their
actions and it is unfair to blanket a whole community due to the
supposed sins of a few individuals.
These acts of discrimination which are a threat to national cohesion and risk closer state-Muslim relations must come to an end
While it is the responsibility of the State to guarantee peace and
security to its citizens, this can effectively be achieved through
collaborative approach, which is inclusive and participatory in nature.
The fight against extremism and radicalism is basically a battle
between ideas, hearts and minds and this is what the government
needs to invest in rather than resort to brutal and unconstitutional
approaches which are seen as collectively targeting against a
particular community.

Call for review of Basic Education Act to
include integrated system
The Basic Education Act 2013 should be reviewed
to include Muslim Integrated schools to effectively
cater for the needs and interests of Muslim children in the institutions.
Muslim Education Council(MEC) a body mandated
to manage the affairs of education where Muslims
are concerned has been called upon to spearhead
the process to ensure integrated schools are also
incorporated in the Basic Education system.
These were among a raft of proposals made during a one day forum for education stakeholders
for the streamlization of madrassa curriculum held
last week at Nairobi’sJamia Mosque.
Participants noted that while the Basic Education
Act 2013 recognized madrassa and duksis (informal Quranic learning centres in Somali communities) as formal schools, it did not address the
issues of integrated system which have become
important in advancing the knowledge and education of children in the country.
The executive director of Muslim Education Council (MEC) Munawar Khan applauded Al Muntada
al Islami Trust for developing a curriculum but noted that it was imperative that other stakeholders
should also come on board to develop a united
curriculum.
He noted that the process was already behind
schedule and asked the stakeholders to move
with speed in order to meet the deadline.
Munawar further revealed that Kenya Institute of
Curriculum Development (KICD) is willing to train
madrasa teachers with a long term aim of devel-

oping common examinations for madrassa and
duksis schools to be facilitated by the Kenya
National Examination Council(KNEC).
The forum was told that the Islamic learning
centres lack an agreeable curriculum and most
rely on various modes of study developed from
outside the country.
A fifteen member committee of experts in curriculum development was formed to spearhead
and finalize the process of developing a unified
curriculum to guide the teaching of pupils in Islamic schools.
The meeting brought together various stakeholders who included policy makers, educationists, Islamic scholars, madrassa managers and
teachers from the eight regions in the country.

Renditioned Kenyans
Continued from Page 1
are also made to incur immense costs to visit
their loved ones as they have to travel across
borders,” Hussein said as he demanded that
Kenyan authorities take steps to ensure that
their right to justice is taken into account.
The seven detained Kenyans are Idris
Magondu,Hussein Hassan Agade, Muhammad Hamid, Yahya Suleiman Mbuthia, Habib
Suleiman Njoroge,
Muhammad Adan Abdow, Muhammad Ali and Omar Awadh Omar.

War on mosques
Continued from Page 1
this should not be done in a manner
which will infringe on the rights of
worship of its citizens.
The Nairobi Senator Mike Sonko
also waded into the debate saying
that the sensible action was to apprehend individuals rather that shutting down mosques and madrasas.
“If the police have intelligence information that radicalisation is taking place in some mosques,why not
arrest the culprits instead of closing
the mosques,which will affect other
worshippers who have nothing to do
with crime?'' he said.
Over the weekend, CID Muhoro announced that the government had
shut down a mosque and madrasa
in Machakos in an action which also
saw the arrest of 20 students who
were engaged in radical activities.
Area leaders whom the Friday Bulletin spoke to however, denied knowledge of the incident. “To the best of
our knowledge no mosque has been
closed and we have not received
any reports regarding the detention
of madrasa students in Machakos
County,” Sheikh Ali Anas the representative of Majlis Ulamaa Kenya
(National Council of Muslim Scholars) said on Wednesday.
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Ten blessed days don't miss
Muhsin Haredy
By His wisdom, God gave preference to
some places and times over others. For
Muslims, Friday is the best day of the
week, Ramadhan is the best month of the
year, “Laylat al-Qadr” is the best night in
Ramadhan, the day of “Arafah” is the best
day of the year. Likewise the first ten days
of the month of “Dhul-Hijjah” are the blessed days for Muslims.
Allah says in the Quran “By the daybreak,
by the ten nights, by the even and the odd,
by the passing night – is this oath strong
enough for a rational person?” (89:1-5)
Early Muslim scholars differed on what is
meant by the “ten nights”. But most of them
agreed that the ten nights refer to the first
ten days of Dhul-Hijjah.
In another verse Allah says: “… to attain
benefits and mention God’s name, on
specified days.” (22:28)
Most of the Quran commentators view that
the specific days are the ten days of DhulHijjah.
What a great virtue attached to those days
which pass unnoticed by many people
nowadays.
On the merits of the first ten days, Prophet
Muhammad (peace be upon him) is reported to have said: "There are no days in
which righteous deeds are more beloved
to Allah than these ten days." The people
asked: "Not even Jihad for the sake of Allah?"
He said: "Not even Jihad for the sake of Allah, except in the case of a man who went
out to fight, giving himself and his wealth
up for the cause, and came back with nothing." (Al-Bukhari)
In what follows are suggested ideas on
how to make the best use of the first ten
days of Dhul-Hijjah:

Repent to Allah
Make a sincere repentance to Allah and
promise Him that you will not do bad deeds
again. This may be your last chance. You
are not sure if you will live till next year.
Pray at the Mosque
Try to perform the five daily prayers in the
mosque. If you have time after Fajr prayer,
try to sit in the mosque, read a juz' (part)
of the Quran, make duaa, or recite some
Adhkar (remembrance of Allah). Then offer
two rakahs before you go home. If you do
so, you are reviving a tradition that Prophet
Muhammad (peace be upon him) used to
do, a tradition which these days has been
neglected by many Muslims.
Observe Fasting in the First Nine Days
Abu Sa`id al-Khudhri said: I heard the
Prophet saying: "Indeed, anyone who fasts
for one day for Allah's Pleasure, Allah will
keep his face away from the (Hell) fire for
(a distance covered by a journey of) seventy years." (Al-Bukhari)
Do not observe fasting on the tenth day because it is an `Eid day and it is prohibited

to fast that day.
Good deeds are rewarded abundantly in
these first ten days; and as fasting is a
good deed, it is recommended to fast these
nine days.
Do not Miss Fasting the Day of Arafah
On the day of Arafah, non-pilgrims are
highly recommended to maintain fasting.
It is reported that the Prophet was asked
about fasting on the day of Arafah, whereupon he said:
"It expiates the sins of the preceding year
and the coming year." (Muslim)
He also said: "There is no day in which Allah frees a greater number of His slaves
from the Hellfire than the Day of Arafah."
(Muslim)
Make a Lot of Supplications (du'a) on
the Day of Arafah
The Prophet said: "The best supplication
is that of the Day of `Arafah, and the best
thing that I and other Prophets before me
said, is: La ilaha illa allahu wahdahu la
sharika lah, lahu al-mulku wa lahu al-hamdu wa huwa `ala kulli shai'in qadeer (There
is no god but Allah alone. He has no partners. To Him belong the sovereignty and
all praise. He has power over all things.)"
(Al-Tirmidhi)
Try to Do Something New this Year
If you used to recite a part of the Quran last
year, try to finish reading the whole Quran
this year. Try to pick some verses everyday
and check the books of Tafsir (exegesis of
the Quran) to reflect on their meaning in
order to derive lessons from them in your
daily life.
If you are well-versed in the Quran recitation, try to teach a group of new Muslims
how to read the Quran correctly.
Maintain Your Family Relations
Visit your relatives even for a few minutes.
If they live far away, give them a call. Do
not forget your parents. Be kind to them,
visit them, and attend to their needs. Some
new Muslims think that after their conversion, they should cut off their family members. Allah orders Muslims to be kind to
their parents even if they are non-Muslims.
This occasion might be a good opportunity
to talk about Islam to your non-Muslim parents.
Give to Charity
Make it a daily habit to help the needy.
Look for humanitarian organizations in
your neighborhood and help them in any
way you can.
Don't Miss Offering at least Two Rakahs
of “Tahajjud” at Night
Offer many extra prayers, as much as you
can. Allah promised a great reward for offering extra acts of worship. The Prophet
said: "Allah said, "I will declare war against
him who shows hostility to a pious worshipper of Mine. And the most beloved things

with which My slave comes nearer to Me,
is what I have enjoined upon him; and
My slave keeps on coming closer to Me
through performing Nawafil (praying or doing extra deeds besides what is obligatory)
till I love him, so I become his sense of
hearing with which he hears, and his sense
of sight with which he sees, and his hand
with which he grips, and his leg with which
he walks; and if he asks Me, I will give him,
and if he asks My protection (refuge), I will
protect him; (i.e. give him My refuge) and I
do not hesitate to do anything as I hesitate
to take the soul of the believer, for he hates
death, and I hate to disappoint him." (AlBukhari)
Reciting the Takbir
It is an act of Sunnah to say “Takbir” (Allah
is the Greatest) in the first ten days.
The “Takbir” should be pronounced everywhere; in the mosque, at home, in the
streets, etc. It is reported that Ibn `Umar
and Abu Hurairah (may Allah be pleased
with them) used to go out in the market
place during the first ten days of Dhul-Hijjah, reciting Takbir, and the people would
recite Takbir when they heard them.
There are many forms of Takbir, but the
most common one is: Allahu akbar, Allahu
akbar, Allahu akbar, la illaha illa Allah, Allahu akbar, Allahu akbar, wa lillahi al-Hamd.
In another version of the Hadith menContinue To Page 6

UMMA UNIVERSITY

Official opening of Ummah
University on Tuesday 23rd
September 2014 at the main
Campus in Kajiado
COME AND CELEBRATE WITH US

FREE HEARTSUNDAY
CHECK UP CAMP

Free Heart Check up camp at
SUNDAY
LECTURE
Afwan Hospital
Opp. Pumwani
Maternity Hospital
4th October 2014 Registration
on 27th Sept For details call
0733908614
Darul Irshad September Intake
SUNDAY
LECTUREat
Application Forms
available
Masjid Al Amin-Off Juja Road
For further details call
0716082027/0739872349
or email ceo@daruirshaad.org
SUNDAY
SUNDAY
LECTURE

Sababu ya Imani
kupungua
SUNDAY
LECTURE
By: Ustadha Maryam
Date: 21st September 2014
Time: 2pm - 4pm
Venue: Makina Mosque Kibera
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Sumayyah Meehan

Your Hajj suitcase

We are here to help you pack for the most
important journey in your life. “Pilgrimage
is a duty men owe to Allah, those who can
afford the journey; but if any deny faith, Allah stands not in need of any of His creatures.” (Aal `Imran 3: 97)
When planning your Hajj, there is a lot to
consider. First, you have to decide what to
pack so that you will be prepared for anything but, at the same time, you need to
keep it to a minimum so that you will not be
overloaded with unnecessary things.
Second, you must determine what are the
most essential items; like documentation
and medication. You should avoid taking
things that are going to slow you down. After all, the Hajj journey is all about leaving
the trappings of this world behind. The last
thing you want to do is carry around unnecessary items with you on the most important journey of your life.
Small Travel Pouch
This should be a small yet sturdy fabric
pouch that you can wear firmly around your
waist. It is best to keep it under your ihram
since theft is unfortunately rampant during
the Hajj journey. Keep your most important
documents here, including:
1. Airplane ticket
2. A photocopy of your passport and visa,
since your passport will be handed in to the
’Unified Agents Office’ on arrival
3. Shahadah certificate (if you are a revert
to Islam from a non-Muslim country, you
may be asked to provide proof of Shahadah. This can be obtained from your local
Imam);
4. Your hotel address (written in English
and Arabic)
5. Medication
6. Cash
7. Glasses, hearing aids, contact lenses
Your Suitcase
For the five days of Hajj, and traveling between Mina, Muzdalifa, `Arafat, back to
Mina and Makkah, you will require a small
to medium lightweight suitcase that is easy
to carry. A backpack is ideal. Anything larger is going to be awkward for you to carry
around.
However, before packing, let's look at what
you will be wearing for the five days of Hajj.
Ihram is easy for a woman. You will need to
set aside one full set of clothing that will be
your ihram. Keep this on the side.
Into your suitcase will go:
- A second full set of clothing (underwear,
pants, `abaya (loose fitting dress),hijab,
socks, and so on). The emphasis on Hajj is
to forget about your physical appearance,
so extra clothing is unnecessary.
- A light-weight sweater or a shawl that can
double as a blanket for the cool nights in
Muzdalifa;
- A small hand towel;

- An extra pair of slippers/sandals;
- Unscented lotion or Vaseline;
- Unscented sunscreen;
- A small umbrella: a light-colored one will
reflect rather than absorb light;
- Small flashlight;
- Toilet paper;
- Tooth-brush, miswak and tooth-paste
- Snacks, such as energy bars, dried fruit
and nuts;
- Refillable water bottles;
- A spray bottle is indispensable for making
wudhu’ when getting to the taps is difficult
in the crowd;
- Hajj manual, a small copy of the Qur’an
and books with du`aa’,and so on.
- Check with your travel agent if they will
be providing meals and blankets, otherwise you may need to take a sleeping bag/
blankets and disposable plates;
- An old sheet; which many sisters have
found useful as a cover as well as for dividing a tent and creating a barrier from men
should the need arise;
- Essential medication and a small first-aid
kit containing Band-Aids, painkillers, and
so on;

-Toiletries such as deodorant for when you
come out of ihram.
Carry-on Faith
“And take a provision (with you) for the
journey, but the best of provisions is righteousness ‘Fearing Allah’. So fear Me, O ye
that are wise!” (Al-Baqarah 2:197)
Other items to ‘pack’ include your intention. Why are you going for Hajj in the first
place? The answer to that question should
be to please Almighty Allah and fulfill His
rights upon you.
Another vital item to add is provision. Not
earthly provisions like you packed in your
suitcase, but rather provisions for your
soul, which include piety, obedience to the
rites of Hajj and consciousness of the fleeting nature of this world and sound belief in
the Hereafter.
Now that your bags are packed and sitting
beside the door, all you have to do is remember to be cautious during the Hajj journey for the sake of your own safety and the
safety of other Hajj travelers.
Remember not to waste a minute of your
time during this monumental trip as it will
be over before you know it.

GHUNAIMA Girls Secondary School
GHUNAIMA Girls Secondary School is a Girls Boarding School owned
by AMA and is located along the Namanga Highway 10 Km from Kajiado
Town . Its adjacent to Umma University. The School will open its doors
for form one and two in January 2015.
The Following vacancies are available;
PRINCIPAL
Qualification:
1. Should be a Muslim Lady.
2. Be a holder of at least a degree in Education.
3. Has held the position for not less than three years or have served as a
deputy for not less than five years.
4. Have a proven good track record.
5. Knowledge of Arabic will be an added advantage.
A good package would be offered including housing. She should be
ready to assume office in November 2014.
TEACHERS
Qualification:
1. Be a holder of B. Ed/Dip/PGDE.
2. Have at least 3 years experience.
3 Must have two teaching subject .
4. Have a proven good academic track record.
Applications with C.V and testimonials, should reach the undersigned
on or before 3rd October 2014.
Email:
kenya@direct-aid.org.
c.c. abuibrahim05@yahoo.com.
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Sheikh Ahmad Kutty

Tips to maximize Hajj benefits

In order for Hajj to be virtuous and accepted by Almighty Allah, the person who
is intending to perform Hajj should be keen
on preparing himself or herself for this
blessed journey. He or she should be wellinformed about the rites of Hajj and should
be keen to follow them in the most appropriate way.
Hajj is the fifth pillar of Islam. It is the peak
and culmination of the acts of worship. The
Prophet (peace and blessings be upon
him) said,“Whoever performs the rites of
Hajj, while having refrained from acts of
lewdness, obscenity and wrangling, will
return home like a new born (i.e., free from
all sins).” He (peace and blessings be upon
him) also said, “A virtuous Hajj entails no
other reward than Paradise.” (al-Bukhaari)
The question, however, remains: What is
meant by a virtuous Hajj?
The answer is not hard to find when we
closely peruse the teachings of the Qur’an
and the Sunnah of the Messenger of Allah
(peace and blessings be upon him) as well
as the wise instructions of the scholars and
imams.
First of all, a virtuous Hajj is that which fulfills two important conditions:
One, it must be done in accordance with
the prescribed way, and two,it must be
done with a sincere intention to please Allah, the most Exalted and Glorious.
In order to fulfill the first condition, while
performing Hajj, a Muslim must take care
to conform to the form and manner of
Hajj as taught by the Prophet (peace and
blessings be upon him) who reminded us
during his farewell Hajj, “Learn your Hajj
rites from me.”(Muslim)
It is not difficult to learn the correct form of
Hajj: It can be done by following a close
study of the Qur’an and Sunnah under a
qualified teacher. By failing to do so, the
person will not fulfill the Hajj rites as prescribed by Almighty Allah and His Messenger (peace and blessings be upon him), for
it is important to remember that in acts of
worship, we must never mix our personal
opinions with religion.
Once a person has learned the basics of
Hajj, it is also important for him—whenever he/she faces issues that are not clear
- to seek the opinion of those who have
been endowed with knowledge. The Muslim must never act based solely on his/her
own personal opinions, without sufficient
knowledge.
Coming to the issue of sound intention, it
is important to know that while the form of
Hajj is important; equally, if not more important is the spirit of Hajj. If a person is
not keen to guard the spirit of Hajj, it becomes nothing more than empty rituals
devoid of any deep meaning. It is only by
diligently preserving the spirit of Hajj that
a Muslim can hope to gain the maximum
benefits from performing it.
With this purpose in mind, let us list some
of the most important points to keep in
mind before embarking on the Hajj journey
as well as during the course of Hajj.
1) A Muslim who is planning to undertake
Hajj should make sure that the fare and ex-

penses of Hajj have been earned through
lawful sources of income, free from all
taints of haram.A Hajj funded through unlawful means merits no reward.
2) It is equally important to make sure that
he undertakes the journey in as clean a
state as possible. In order to achieve this,
the Muslim should pay off his debts, seek
forgiveness from those whom he may have
offended or hurt, and reconcile with those
who have strained relations. While it is important to reconcile with everyone, it is even
more crucial to reconcile with his own close
blood relations such as parents, brothers,
sisters, uncles and aunts, from both the
paternal and maternal sides of the family. The Prophet (peace and blessings be
upon him) said, “One who severs blood relations cannot hope to enter Paradise.”(alBukhaari and Muslim)Therefore, by failing
to make up with his blood relations prior to
performing Hajj, he is depriving himself of
the true rewards of Hajj.
3) Aperson who is leaving behind dependents must ensure that they are provided for
and taken care of, during his absence.
4) The Muslim should leave a will stating
his obligations and liabilities towards others and how to discharge of them in case
of being unable to return.
5) It is a true sign of piety to advise his
family members who are left behind to be
mindful of Almighty Allah and to observe
the path of righteousness.
6) A Muslim should also try as much as
possible to travel in the company of those
who are knowledgeable and pious. This is
because the Prophet (peace and blessings
be upon him) said that a Muslim should
take care of the company he keeps as they
have either a beneficial or harmful influence on him. By keeping the company of
the righteous, the Muslim can hope to be
inspired and enlightened both spiritually
and morally, thus, hoping to reap the full
benefits of Hajj.
7) A Muslim should also be diligent in the
performance of dhikr (remembrance of Allah) before, during and after returning from
Hajj. There are prescribed du`aa’ to be recited before and during the journey as well
as while performing the various rites of
Hajj. Moreover, the Muslim should also try
to make his tongue and heart always supple withdhikr. He may be inspired to do this
by remembering that dhikr of Allah is the
true spirit of Hajj.
8) A Muslim can never exaggerate the importance of nurturing patience and tolerance both during the journey as well as
while performing the rites of Hajj. Doing
everything he can to help others, or at least
sparing others of his harm should be the
consistent policy to follow.
9) Finally, a pilgrim should fill his heart with
true love for Almighty Allah and His Messenger (peace and blessings be upon him)
and perform all the rites of Hajj while being attentive to their inner meanings, with
a sense of awe and reverence. Also, he
should always remember the Prophetic
saying, “Show mercy to others if you wish
to receive Allah’s mercy.”

May Allah accept our acts of worship, and
may He grace us with His vision on the Day
Resurrection, amiyn.

Best days of the year

Continued From Page 3

tioned above on the merits of the ten days,
there is this addition: "… so increase saying Tahlil (saying la-illah illa Allah), Takbir
(saying Allahu akbar), and Tahmid (saying
Al-hamdullilah)" (Ahmad) Therefore, these
kinds of “dhikr” should be recited day and
night.
The Best Good Deed in These Days is
to Offer Hajj
Go to Hajj, if you are physically and financially able to perform it. If not, try to offer
a sacrifice if you have the means. By doing this you are commemorating the story
of sacrifice of both prophet Ibrahim and his
son Ismail (peace be upon them). The poor
and the needy have a share in the sacrifice
and feeding them is one of best deeds that
can be done on the day of `Eid.
I pray to Allah to accept our good deeds in
the days of Dhul-Hijjah and throughout the
year. When our good deeds are accepted
by God, we will be admitted to Paradise, by
His Mercy-Ameen.

Sheikh Ateka takes over
CIPK leadership
Sheikh Abdalla Ateka from Kakamega
County has been named as the new national chairman of the Council of Imams
and Preachers of Kenya(CIPK). He replaces Sheikh Muhammad Idris who was killed
by yet to be known gunmen as he made
his way to the mosque for dawn prayers on
June 10.
Until his elevation Sheikh Ateka, who is
also the Kakamega Jamia Mosque and Islamic centre chairman was Sheikh Idris's
deputy.
The Council Secretary general Sheikh
Muhammad Dor said Sheikh Ateka was
selected after a national executive committee meeting endorsed the decision at the
headquarters in Mombasa .
''We have decided to fill the position after
mourning our departed colleague and as
the national office-bearers,we have agreed
and decided to elevate Sheikh Ateka as
our new interim national chairman as per
our constitution until official elections,'' said
Sheikh Dor.
In accordance to the council's constitution the deputy chairman takes over
the chairmanship on an interim basis if
the chairman vacates the office through
resignation,death,illness or any other reason until the next elections.
The secretary-general's office will also be
up for grabs after the expected resignation of Sheikh Dor who was appointed by
President Uhuru Kenyatta as the country’s
ambassador to Muscat,Oman.
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Darul Irshad Centre set to reopen
The Darul Irshad Centre is set to reopen
next month after a period of three months
when it remained closed at the orders of
the Interior ministry.
The move to reopen followed a high court
application and talks between the trustees
and security officials of Matungulu district.
The centre was closed on May 14 after a
contingent of security officials stormed the
centre at Nguluni, 60 kilometres from Nairobi and ordered allstudents to leave the
area.
The officers carried an unsigned letter
from the County Commissioner which did
not specify the reasons for the indefinite
closure. “The County Intelligence Security
Committee has recommended the closure
of the above centre,” the letter read in part.
During a court hearing in July, the Machakos County Commissioner Anne Gakuria
revealed that the centre was closed due
to concerns raised by health inspectors
who had visited the institution. “The finding of the health officers was that though

the building was in good condition, the toilets, drainage systems and garbage management and sewerage system was found
wanting, with tanks discharging water in
the compound and lack of water treatment
at the source,” she said in her replying affidavit.
In addition she said, reports that the centre
was “admitting strangers who are above
the age of religious training’”also necessitated further investigations to address what
she said was the arising security concerns.
A subsequent meeting between Darul Irshaad officials and a team of top security
officers led by the Deputy County Commissioner Patrick Mwangi resolved that
the institution will address the health and
sanitation concerns and work closely with
the authorities in ensuring that the security
of the area was not compromised.
According to an official of the institution
Furqan Chacha Mwita, the institution has
met the requirements by the public health
department and is ready for the reopening.

Call to expedite issuance of Islamic bonds

The Government has been urged to put in
place the legal framework to allow financial institutions to issue Shariah compliant
bonds to supplement and support development programmes in the country.
The Gulf African Bank chief executive officer Abdalla Abdulkhalik called for more
support from the government to further
drive the growth of Islamic finance in the
country.
He said the government should hasten to
arrange issuance of sukuk(Islamic bonds)
stressing that the introduction of Islamic
bonds which serve as an alternative to
conventional bonds will be among avenues
for funding infrastructural development
projects for the benefit of Kenyans.
'We are aware there are discussions going on between the National Treasury and
Capital Markets Authority(CMA)and other
stakeholders to fast track the issue. We
urge the government to hasten the regulations governing issuance of the Islamic
bonds so that our clients can get an opportunity to participate in infrastructural development,” said Abdallah.
Speaking during the launch of Gulf African
Bank’s latest branch at the Sameer Business Park along Mombasa Road, the CEO
noted that the bank was working on plans
to launch Islamic Shariah compliant bonds
and will work with its partners in the Gulf
region to make inroads in the lucrative nascent gas and oil industry to further drive Islamic financial services in the country and
the region as a whole.
He further revealed that as part of its
growth strategy, the bank plans to enter
the Uganda and Tanzania markets given
that the two countries have favourable Islamic financial regimes.
At the same time Abdallah called for capacity building to sensitize Muslims on Islamic
banking,adding that with the continued
growth of Islamic finance in the country
there is need for Muslims to be well versed
with the principles of Islamic finance.

On his part Gulf African Bank's chairman
Jamal Al- Hazeem who doubles up as the
CEO of Bank Muscat International(BMI)
pointed out that growth in the sector will attract direct foreign investments from the oil
rich Gulf region.

Quran distribution programme for mosques
More than 10,000 copies of the Noble
Qur’an have been distributed in various mosques and Islamic institutions in
the Coast region as part of a programme
to replace worn out copies and replenish
mosques and madaaris with the sacred
scriptures.
The programme is being undertaken by
the Mombasa based Markaz Da’wa Trust
and the Bahrain based Quran Care Society.Several mosques and madaaris in Kilifi
and Kwale counties have benefitted from
the project.
The Trust chairman Sheikh Abu Hamzah
said the main focus of the programme is
rural areas as many mosques and institutions either do not have sufficient copies of
the Noble Quran or have worn out and torn
copies.“This problem is more prevalent in
rural areas where worn and tattered copies of the Quran are a noticeable feature in
many mosques and madaaris,” the Sheikh
who is also the Imam of Sparki mosque in
Mombasa told The Friday Bulletin.
Copies of the Qur’an are printed at a subsidized cost of Sh200 by the Quran Care
Society and the distribution undertaken by
Markaz Da’wa Trust.
To support this programme, a donation
of Sh200 can be made through MPESA
to 0722713927 or deposited to account
numbers 0730002602 Gulf African Bank or
101415 for those banking with First Community Bank.

“We have complied with the requirements
of the public health officers and last week
they toured the facility and were satisfied
with what we have done,” he told The Friday Bulletin.
He explained the institution has hada cordial working relationship with district security officials adding that it will continue to
operate within the confines of the law. “The
aim, mission and vision of Darul Irshaad
is reforming youth and turning them into
productive members of the society. The Institution has been conducting its activities
above board and there is nothing to hide,”
he said.
Darul Irshad is the foremost institution in
the provision of basic Islamic learning programmes to new Muslims. The institution
also provides training to students in poultry
farming, animal and crop husbandry, fishfarming and is in the process of establishing a polytechnicto impart vocational skills
to students and members of the surrounding communities.

Muslims urged to set
up orphans fund
Muslim organizations across the country
have been called upon to set up a national fund to cater for the welfare and basic
needs of orphans and vulnerable children
(OVC) in the Muslim community.
Speaking during orphans’ fun and prize
giving day event at Lwakhakha in Bungoma County recently, the Zakat Foundation
of America (ZFA) East Africa representative Muhammad Wangusi said that measures and modalities should be put in place
to ensure Muslim orphans are supported
and attended to by their fellow Muslims to
alleviate their sufferings.
''We want to have Muslim oriented OVC
fund where Muslim orphans and vulnerable children are supported and attended
to by their fellow adherents,'' he said.
Wangusi said the setting up of the kitty will
provide opportunities for Muslim orphans
and vulnerable children from poor and
needy families to access and benefit from
the funds.
He noted that majority of Muslim orphans
and vulnerable children in rural areas
were suffering in silence leading to some
of them being attracted by evangelical
churches that seem to offer immediate
and tangible solutions to their problems.
Wangusi further expressed concern that
Muslims had not come out to access the
available OVC funds provided by the national government in partnership with the
World Bank where each orphan child gets
Sh2000 from the kitty.
The ZFA Representative called on religious leaders to encourage their congregations to give the necessary needed support to orphans and vulnerable children for
them to feel part of the society.
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MUSLIM ACADEMY
PARK ROAD
ISLAMIC INTEGRATED EDUCATION PROGRAMME
8-4-4 AND IGCSE CURRICULUM
NURSERY
●Play Group●KG Classes

PRIMARY
●Standard 1-8

●Excellent facilities
●Conducive and secure study
Atmosphere
●Qualified trained teachers
● School Transport
●Islamic Integrated Education

SECONDARY (Boys and Girls)
●Form 1-4 (8-4-4 and IGCSE)

● Computer and cyber classes
● Swimming, Horse riding and
martial arts
● Reasonable fees
● 8-4-4 and IGCSE offered
● Arabic up to Form Four
● Excellent Tarbiyyah

■ Separate facilities for boys and girls in line with Islamic
teachings
■ Awarded Best School in Arabic and Islamiyat by EDEXCEL for
the past three years

Year 8 (IGCSE) Intake ongoing Limited vacancies
For Admission enquiries contact the Admission Office
MUSLIM ACADEMY PARK ROAD
P. O. Box 41013-00100 Nairobi
Telephone: +245 20 2406212
Email:muslimacademykenya@gmail.com

Ummah Eid Program
Eidul Adh’ha is the Muslim feast of sacrifice, which is among the
grandest festival of the Muslim calendar. The feast falls on the
12t hmonth of the calendar, Dhulhijjah, the month of the annual
pilgrimage to Makkah. The Feast of Sacrifice commemorates Ibrahim's obedience to Allah in all things, even to sacrifice his own
son Ismael if such was required. Allah intervened at the moment
of Ibrahim’s sacrifice, providing a ram in place of the beloved son
so that Ismael might live. The Feast of Sacrifice requires every
head of household to sacrifice a goat, sheep, or other domestic
ruminant, in memory of Ibrahim’s devotion to Allah if he or she can
possibly afford to do so. A third of the meat is consumed by the
family during the Eid festival, a third is given to relatives, and the
remaining third is given to the poor.
As an observation of these very festive days and as a honour to
our beloved father, the father of the Prophets (A.S) Ibrahim and
his son Ismael (A.S), Ummah Foundation together with other well
wishers and other likeminded organisations have teamed up to
give meaning to some destitute families in Nairobi and especially
the slum areas. Each year Ummah Foundation has worked hand
in hand with Central Jamia Mosque Committee of Southall UK to
distribute food and meat to poverty stricken areas in Nairobi and
its environs. This year we intend Inshallah to slaughter more goats
and cattle for the purpose of distribution in various orphanages
and slums in Nairobi. Our target is about 5,000 families and we
call upon other well wishers who would like to team up with us in
making this noble exercise a success to come forward and make
their contributions.
In the past years that Ummah Foundation has ventured into this
Udhuhiyyah Program we conducted a need assessment that
showed that a data should be in place to make sure the deserving
families are identified early enough like a week or before so that
the distribution reaches the really needy deserving cases. We did
this in collaboration with Imams who made identifications of needy
families on our behalf. This has made our distribution program
very smooth and efficient and we have not encountered any setbacks so far.
This is how Muslims should work together for the purpose of making live our Islamic rituals and festivals.
Ummah Foundation calls upon all willing parties to give your support and let’s realise the success we all want Inshallah.
Contact us :
Ummah Foundation
Village Plaza, 2nd Floor, Ngara Rd
P.O. Box 58717- 00200 Nairobi

MISSING PERSON
DIBA ABDUBA DIBA
An employee of Brinks Security
last seen at his work place at Buruburu.
For any information on his whereabouts please contact Adan Busa
Godana on 0722540579, Brinks
Security Service, Buruburu Police
Station or any nearest police station
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